
You may catch any of the pirate items on the map and get
basic points. The game gives you series of challenges to

catch specific pirate items to get bonus points and to
activate valuable treasure chests.

How to use the app

Zoom the map in/out               Touch icons to see their             For targets use also arrow       Walk to any pirate items           Perform challenges to
to see various pirate items        actual area and set targets          guidance (swap the view)        to catch them and get points     earn various bonuses

How to play the game

1. You see different colored pirate items on the map. You may go to any such to get 100 points.
2. The game gives you treasure chest challenges, which feature two items to be collected in a 

given order. The challenge can be for example: ”catch any blue item, and then any parrot”.
3. If you fail to collect these two items, don't worry, you always get a new challenge.
4. If you succeed to collect the given two items, you get 1000 bonus points, plus a treasure 

chest worth 1000 points appears on the map.
5. If you collect a treasure chest as part of a challenge, you get 2000 points additional bonus. 

For example, in the above challenge (see section 2.) you may collect a blue treasure chest as 
the first item, followed by any parrot as the second item to complete the challenge. 

6. If you collect a colored treasure chest outside a challenge, there is a small danger that it gets 
robbed away from you. Try to include a treasure chest as part of a challenge when possible.

7. If you succeed to perform 3 back to back treasure chest challenges you get 2000 points 
bonus, and you activate a hidden white treasure chest, worth 5000 points, if you find it. The 
white treasure chest becomes visible on the map if you get close enough. So walk around...

8. The highest scoring player wins.
9. You may play this game many times, learn and improve your high score.

Warning
Be careful when you walk around. Pay attention to buildings, vehicles, animals and
other people. Have fun, but do not hurt yourself or others, neither damage any property.


